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Continue Learning about Chemistry

Would it be true to say that silicon and germanium are used as alloys?
yes we silicon is a alloy.



What element has the same electrons as silicon?
The element with chemical properties most like silicon is germanium. As an example, both are used in semiconductors.



What Gas is used as protective atmosphere for growing silicon and germanium?
Helium



Why germanium is not used as LED material?
LEDs are made from binary semiconductors (e.g. gallium aluminum
indium phosphide) not unary semiconductors (e.g. silicon,
germanium) because they can be made transparent to light. Silicon
&amp; germanium are opaque.



Which element is used as a semiconductor?
Elements of group 4a are used as semi-conductorse.g. silicon,germanium etc.




Related questions

What element is used in making transistors and chips?
Silicon and Germanium are the elements used in transistors



Where is germanium and silicon located in computer chips?
Germanium is not used in integrated circuits. Silicon is.



Is silicon and germanium used as alloys?
yes



Can you explain why silicon and germanium are used in the manufacturing of semiconductors?
silicon is less sensitive towards temperature.It costs low
compared to germanium,



Why germanium semiconductor is used in hall effect experiment not silicon?
germanium low sensitivity



Is silicon and germanium used in electronics as semiconductors?
Yes



Would it be true to say that silicon and germanium are used as alloys?
yes we silicon is a alloy.



What elements are used in transistors?
Silicon and germanium are the elements used in transistors



What element are in transistors?
Silicon and germanium are the elements used in transistors



What elements in in transistors?
Silicon and germanium are the elements used in transistors



Element used to make semi-conductor?
One element of carbon family as Silicon or Germanium and one
element from Boron family as gallium or Indium or one element from
Nitrogen family as Arsenic.



Can you give examples of elements that are metalloids?
The metalloids are Boron, Silicon, Germanium, Arsenic, Antimony,
Tellurium, and Polonium.
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                    What is the US dime made from copper nickel silver or a mixture of copper and nickel?
                    What is the name given to an atom that has become charged?
                    What is the name of KH2PO3?
                    What colors are absorb and what colors reflect?
                    What the difference between nm3 and sm3 of gas flow?
                    What is tin a biodegradable or non biodegradable substance?
                    What is the formula of calgon?
                    What is the smallest part of a compound but has the same properties?
                    What pore size does porosity 4 sintered glass have?
                    What is the process of living growing changing and dying called?
                    What differs non polar and polar covalent bond?
                    What colors do you mix to make the color orange?
                    Why chlorine requires low temperature to get liquefied?
                    What is meaning of reduction?
                    What determines the strength of an acid?
                    What two substances that cause metals to rust faster?
                    Why to classify materials?
                    What does the nucleus contain?
                    To filter or trickle through a porous substance?
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